Software History
NOTE: Each release contains all solutions identified in the earlier version.
The latest software solves the issues below:
QM152E_000.007.058.000 (Date published: 2018-06-04)

TV is repeatedly displaying a notification that it’s running low on memory



Google security improvements
Channel logo updates

QM152E_000.007.040.000 (Date published: 2018-02-12)



Solves APK side-loading issue
Channel logo updates

QM152E_000.007.013.000 (Date published: 2017-11-16)




No Audio in APPs (when switching between source HDMI and Smart TV)
Security patch for WiFi - WPA2 protocol
Channel logo updates

QM152E_000.005.255.246 (Date published: 2017-09-21)




Google security improvements
Stability improvements
No Audio during YouTube playback (when TV Tuner is not installed)

QM152E_000.005.255.224 (Date published: 2017-08-08)




Solves "Unfortunately, the Teletext application has stopped working" (Czech)
New automatic upgrade feature (not applicable for 6500 and 6800 range)
Channel logo updates

QM152E_000.005.255.197 (Date re-published: 2017-06-22)







Solution for Lip Sync
Channel logo updates
Stability Improvement
Improvement in APP [SPB TV Россия] (Russia)
Improvement in DVB-S installation ( Russia)
Improvement in DVB-T profile setting (Croatia)

QM152E_000.005.255.171 (Date re-published: 2017-05-08)







Stability Improvement
Solution for Videotext "888" and “889” not getting re-enabled after commercial break
Solution for Macedonian subtitles reverting to Serbian subtitles after each channel change
Update Predefined lists for Germany FTA and HD+
Introduction of “How-To” app and re-arranged Settings shelf
Improvement in UI captions translation (Dutch)

QM152E_000.005.255.133 (Date published: 2017-03-09)




Sound drop/distortion via ARC
APP improvement (Videoland)
Stability Improvement

QM152E_000.005.255.114 (Date published: 2017-01-12)




Picture Quality improvement
User Interface menu improvement (Light Sensor)
Stability Improvement




Teletext (Sweden)
Picture is compressed in HDMI source

QM152E_000.005.255.090 (Date published: 2016-11-09)







Lost of picture setting after Standby
Support Digiturk STB (Country Turkey)
Improvement in Wifi performance
Improvement channel loss [DVB-C]
Improvement smooth streaming issue [Chili TV app]
Update channel logo channel 'Q2 HD’

QM152E_000.005.234.014 (Date published: 2016-07-26)
 BT Remote Control stop operating after some time (6500 range)
QM152E_000.005.234.013 (Date published: 2016-06-17)
 TV wakes up at 4.00/6.00 AM
QM152E_000.005.234.010 (Date published: 2016-04-28)
 Voice search via Android TV Remote Control APPs
 Videociety APPs improvement
 Audio drops out when in Broadcast
 Swiss channel list update
 BT Remote Control Pairing/lost connection
 12 Hr silent Reboot (6400 series)
 Lip Sync seen in DVB-S scrambled channel
QM152E_000.005.210.000 (Date published: 2016-03-17)
 New Homing frequency for YouSee (Denmark)
 Power key on Joystick behaves the same as power key on RC
 Pulsating standby LED when TV is starting up but not yet ready to receive RC commands
 Miracast selection for 6400 series
 User defined PNM settings are not retained for YouTube playback
 Netflix shows abnormal video during playback
 Stability improvement
QM152E_000.005.101.054 (Date published: 2016-02-03)
 Loss of tuner menu entries/not able to do channel search
 Distorted/bad audio via HDMI
QM152E_000.005.101.047 (Date published: 2016-01-08)
 BBCi Certification
 Incorrect CI+ key error message appearing when CI function is not enabled
 Incorporate Google latest security update
QM152E_000.005.100.044 (Date published: 2015-12-09)
 Hang up during AVI playback
 PlayStore closes upon selection
 TV reboots
 HD picture playback, vertical stripe on the right edge (5500 series)
 Color temperature last status not stored when TV starts up from standby







Scart connection: No picture after start up from standby
Russia cable - "no signal" OSD shown when switching from analog to digital channels
Russia – unable to find DVB-T2 mux (666MHz) during auto-search
Serbia country New channel logos updated
Sporadic no backlight after set start up (6400 series)

QM152E_000.004.045.004 (Date published: 2015-11-02)
 HDCP 2.2 support for 24/25/30Hz 4K content
 Improve Color Temperature setting does not remember after AC off/on.
QM152E_000.004.045.001 (Date published: 2015-09-22)

Improve HDMI ARC lip sync in Germany

Fixed set go back to standby automatically
QM152E_000.004.038.000 (Date published: 2015-09-09) only for 6400 series

Improve lip sync issue in Netherlands
QM152E_000.004.024.000 (Date published: 2015-08-24) only for 6400 series

Support Netflix 4K
QM152E_000.003.222.081 (Date published: 2015-07-21) only for 6400 series

Initial production software.
QM152E_0.3.222.79 (Date published: 2015-07-23) only for 5500/6500 series

Improvement on overnight standby issue.

Support Netflix 2K
QM152E_0.3.222.68 (Date published: 2015-07-14) only for 5500/6500 series

Initial production software.

